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From the Friends President 
The Friends of Bosque del Apache are delighted to welcome you to our online and our in-person Festival of the 
Cranes this year! Festival has always been a time to show off the refuge and the wildlife it attracts. A time to 
highlight the hard work that the refuge staff puts in to maintaining this diamond in the desert.  A time for friends 
and supporters to come together and celebrate the beauty of New Mexico’s high desert. The virtual platform 
(Crane Fiesta) allowed us to offer a small window to our refuge from your home. We are thrilled to invite you 
back in person for the first time since 2019!  Watch the rose-streaked morning sky fill with snow geese and 
cranes as they fly out of roost for the day. Hear the cacophony of calls. Feel invigorated by the cool air. Immerse 
yourself in this unique environment and enjoy the community built from a shared love of this place and these 
animals. 

This year the virtual events will be during November 18-19, but the 
in-person Festival will be held a few weeks later than in previous 
years. The new dates, December 1-3, were chosen to help ensure there 
will be even more wintering birds at the refuge. 

The virtual event will feature webinars on crane behavior, live-
streamed fly-ins and fly-outs daily, and photography workshops. 
We are delighted to announce a new partnership with New Mexico 
Tech (NMT) this year. In addition to providing internet support for 
the virtual events, the university will host our indoor classes for the 
in-person event on their tree-filled campus—a wonderful place to 
watch birds while waiting for a class to begin. NMT will also host 
our Wildlife Zone for kids of all ages, with many of our partners 
showcasing rehabilitated birds, reptiles, and more. 

The field workshops during the in-person event will be held outdoors at Bosque del Apache. Join us at the refuge 
for refuge tours, expert-led birding workshops, and a variety of photography workshops. We are grateful for our 
continued partnership with the City of Socorro and the Socorro Consolidated Schools to provide comfortable 
transportation for guests on the refuge. A number of vendors will display their goods in the Lannan Room in the 
Bosque del Apache visitor center. 

We are also pleased to offer some exciting off-site opportunities, including tours at our neighboring refuge, 
Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge, a night sky photography shoot at the Very Large Array west of Socorro, and a 
tour of the historical Fort Craig. There is something for everyone to enjoy. 

We know that Covid continues to be a concern. We have taken measures to ensure your safety such as renting 
large classrooms that will not be filled to capacity – giving everyone space to be six feet apart.  Buses on the 
refuge will also be filled only to a Covid-safe capacity. Be assured that these and other measures are being 
taken to ensure everyone can relax and enjoy the beauty and wonder of the refuge and workshops indoors and 
outdoors.

The Friends are happy to offer these two events to celebrate the birds, the refuge, and the beauty of the middle 
Rio Grande valley. We hope to see you online in November and in-person in December.

Sincerely, 
Mary Ruff, President of the Board 

Friends of Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge 

Friends of Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge
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Crane Fiesta November 18-19: For Those 
Who Can’t Come in Person (or Want a 
Sneak Peek)

Join us Friday, November 18 and Saturday, November 
19 for Crane Fiesta if you’d like a virtual sneak 
peek for what’s coming to our in-person Festival in 
December.  Crane Fiesta will give everyone, regardless 
of travel concerns or distance, the chance to experience 
the awe of the sandhill cranes and the beauty of 
Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge. From 
the breathtaking sights and sounds of the fly-ins and 
fly-outs, to the exceptional photography and birding 
workshops, we hope that you’ll plan to join us from the 
comfort and warmth of your own home.  Register for 
Crane Fiesta workshops to orient yourself for Festival 
in December or if you cannot join us in person.  See 
offerings for Crane Fiesta on pages 12 and 13 of this 
catalogue.

Festival of the Cranes December 1-3: Come 
Join the Fun In Person

This year, Festival of the Cranes will offer workshops at 
not only Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge 
(NWR) but also New Mexico Tech. Further, there will 
be a few activities or workshops held at other venues 
in Socorro County.  As you will see in our Schedule 
of Events and course descriptions on pages 14 to 31 
several of our most popular presenters from years past 
will return to offer education and we’ll also welcome 
some new faces.  

Bosque del Apache NWR is the site for Outdoor 
Workshops and Expo Room 

We will hold all field workshops outdoors at Bosque 
del Apache National Wildlife refuge, as usual. We 
are partnering with City of Socorro and Socorro 
Consolidated Schools to provide comfortable and safe 
transportation for our guests on the refuge. Also at 
the refuge visitor center, we’ll host an Expo Room 
which will feature many of the same great vendors you 
remember in years past at the Expo Tent.

New Mexico Tech Macey Center for Indoor 
Workshops, Friends Dinner, and Wildlife Zone 

All indoor workshops will meet at Macey Center 
classrooms on the New Mexico Tech (NMT) campus in 
Socorro this year. The large NMT classrooms will allow 
us to keep the event safer, will provide instructors more 
reliable internet connections for their presentations, and 
will be a welcome (and warm) respite from the New 
Mexican winter. If you have attended Festival of the 
Cranes before, you likely remember that in the past, our 
largest classroom space was a tent, and, unfortunately, 
the New Mexico weather isn’t always cooperative in 
December. 

Our Friends Dinner keynote speaker, Barnaby Briggs, 
has a long and impressive global career (working 
in North and South America, Asia, and Africa) and 
is the current chair of the Wildfowl and Wetlands 
Trust, one of the world’s largest and most respected 
wetland organizations. Briggs has a breadth of practical 
experience working with local communities, scientists, 
farmers, schools, and commercial interests, to make 
measurable change happen. With Briggs’ keen sense of 
humor, you are also sure to be entertained.

Wildlife Zone for kids of all ages will be back and still 
cost-free. It will be held on New Mexico Tech campus 
this year.  Many of our partners will join us to showcase 
rehabilitated wildlife (birds, reptiles, mammals) or share 
activities! 

Other Socorro County Venues will also host events 
during Festival 

If you want to see other parts of Socorro County, learn 
about our history, check out arts and crafts, or visit our 
other national wildlife refuge (Sevilleta), Festival of the 
Cranes will afford you that opportunity as well!  Some 
of these are listed in our Schedule of Events on pages 
14 to 31 and others are mentioned on page 7 in Explore 
Socorro County.

What to Expect this Year at our Virtual Fiesta and In-Person Festival
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We Care About Your Health and Safety

We know that Covid continues to be a concern.  We 
have taken measures to ensure your safety such as 
renting large classrooms that will not be filled to 
capacity – giving everyone space to be six feet apart.  
Buses on the refuge will also be filled only to a Covid-
safe capacity.  Be assured that these and other measures 
are being taken to ensure everyone can relax and enjoy 
the beauty and wonder of the refuge and workshops 
indoors and outdoors. All indoor classrooms and the 
theatre at NMT Macey Center are ADA compliant. 

We Hope You’ll Join Us for Our Celebration! 

Festival of the Cranes couldn’t happen without you and 
is created for YOU. We want you to have a very fun 
and safe vacation in our area this year, where we offer 
you the opportunity to be wowed by the remarkably 
close proximity to wildlife at Bosque del Apache. We 
built this Festival (and Crane Fiesta) for you to enjoy 
educational and creative opportunities and provide 
a way to connect with like-minded people who may 
become new friends! 

Photo by Brett Wells

Photo by Ray Hennessy
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Explore Socorro County

Nature
Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge spans nearly 
230,000 acres. It sits at the junction of four different 
biomes that support a wide array of biological 
diversity. The Rio Grande flows through the center of 
New Mexico’s largest refuge and creates an oasis for 
wildlife in the arid landscape. Experience the beauty of 
Sevilleta: hike one of its trails, discover San Lorenzo 
Canyon, bird the wetland and riparian areas, and 
be sure to explore the displays in the visitor center. 
Located at Exit 169 off I-25, twenty miles north of 
Socorro.

Rocks and Minerals
The Mineral Museum on the New Mexico Tech 
campus houses a display of over 2,000 specimens of 
minerals from around the southwestern United States 
(and the world!) as well as mining memorabilia, 
fossils, and a breathtaking ultraviolet-mineral exhibit. 
Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. Visit their website
at https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/museum/

Art

The Arts & Crafts Fair is located in Socorro’s 
historic Garcia Opera House at California and Abeyta 
streets. Open Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday 8 
a.m. to 8 p.m.; and Sunday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Get a
real taste of New Mexico’s artist community. Mingle,
browse, buy and enjoy.

The Alamo Gallery & Gifts in Socorro is home to 
a number of local artists’ work. The variety of art 
includes paintings, fiber arts, stained glass, woodwork, 
pottery, sculpture, jewelry, and more. The gallery is 
located at 1008 California Street next to the Socorro 
Springs Brewery.Open Monday 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.; 
Wednesday through Friday, 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.; 
and Saturday 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

San Antonio Elementary School regrets that they will 
be unable this year to host their annual Arts and Crafts 
exhibit and serve their delicious meals and barbeque 
during our Festival time. Watch this space for 2023 
when they hope to host a fundraising barbeque in the 
spring and then come back in Festival of the Cranes 
season for their 16th annual event that we’ve all 
looked forward to in past years!

Welcome to Socorro and our 33rd year of Festival of the 
Cranes! We’re happy you’ve come to help us celebrate the 
return of the sandhill cranes and the snow geese! You will find 
there is plenty to do here in our little city and the surrounding 
area. I hope you’ll take some time to see all that Festival, and 
Socorro, have to offer. 
--Ravi Bhasker, Mayor 

Friends of Bosque del Apache would like to acknowledge the generous 
contributions from and partnership with the City of Socorro. Socorro County has 

so much to offer and these are only a small collection of the local activities. 

https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/museum/
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Hours:
Tour Loop: Open from one hour before sunrise to one 
hour after sunset. December 1st, sunrise is 6:56 a.m. and 
sunset is 4:59 p.m.
Visitor Center and Nature Store: During the Festival 
the visitor center and nature store will be open from 7:30 
a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Festival Registration Desk (Inside visitor center): Open
7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Thursday through Friday and 7:30
a.m. to noon on Saturday.
Expo Room: Open Thursday through Saturday 9:00 a.m. -
3:00 p.m.
The Friends Hospitality Booth In the Expo Room:
open from 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Thursday through Saturday.
Wildlife Zone Booths at New Mexico Tech: open
Saturday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Entrance Fees:
The tour loop entry fee for private passenger vehicles has 
been waived from December 1st through 3rd. Enjoy your 
opportunity to visit Bosque del Apache free during the 
Festival. All Commercial Use Fees remain in effect. 

Pets and Other Animals:
From October 1 through March 31, pets must be inside the 
vehicle at all times while on the tour loop. They are not 
allowed on any trails adjacent to the tour loop, including 
the Boardwalk, John P. Taylor Jr Memorial Trail, Marsh 
Overlook Trail, Rio Viejo Trail, and the Observation Blind 
Trail, nor are they allowed on the observation decks, or 
inside the visitor center. Pets are permitted in the visitor 
center parking lot and on all hiking trails west of Highway 
1 (Chupadera Wilderness National Recreation Trail and 
Canyon National Recreation Trail), though they must be 
physically restrained at all times on a leash no longer than 
six feet. Please pick up after your pet.

Photography:
Photography is welcomed and encouraged in public 
areas. “Area Closed” signs apply to all visitors, including 
photographers. Normal courtesy with respect to the viewing 
rights of others is expected.

Climate: 
The refuge is at the northern edge of the Chihuahuan 
Desert at 4500’ elevation. Days are usually sunny and 
a temperature change of 30 degrees is common. Early 

mornings in December can be below freezing and windy, 
and some summer mosquitoes can linger. 

Camping: 
There is no public camping or overnight parking on the 
refuge. Staff at the visitor center or volunteers in the Friends 
Hospitality Booth can advise about camping and RV parks 
in the area.

Vehicles and Parking: 
The refuge lies along both sides of NM Highway 1, which 
connects I-25 Exit 139 in San Antonio with I-25 Exit 115 
south of the refuge. NM Hwy 1 is a 55 mph state highway. 
Stopping suddenly on the roadway to look at birds or other 
wildlife is dangerous, so please use the wide turnouts 
along both the north and south approaches. The visitor 
center parking lot can accommodate motor homes. You are 
welcome to unhitch and use your tow vehicle on the tour 
loop. Please drive carefully on the gravel tour loop roads, 
and stay on designated roads and turnouts. The speed limit 
is 25 mph. There are both one-way and two-way sections, 
so observe signs carefully. Vehicles ahead of you may stop 
suddenly as visitors spot birds or wildlife. Tour loop roads 
are wide: please pull over to allow others to pass safely.

Hiking Trails: 
Bosque del Apache has eight trails, totaling eighteen 
miles. The Low Flow Conveyance Channel East Service 
Road (9.4 miles long) is also open to hiking. Refer 
to Habitat! (guide to the refuge) on page 9 where we 
describe and rate the difficulty of each hiking trail. 
(https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org//wp-content/
uploads/2021/06/18006_FrndsBosque_Web.pdf)

Biking: 
The Low Flow Conveyance Channel East Service Road 
offers almost eleven miles of gravel roadway with little to 
no motor vehicle traffic and provides a relaxing bicycle 
ride with the opportunity to catch a glimpse of some of the 
more secretive wildlife that call the refuge home. Bicyclists 
should be prepared to fix a flat tire; many of our plants 
have spines and thorns. Stay back from the steep edge of 
the channel.Other portions of the refuge open to year round 
bicycling include the El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro - 
Point of Lands Overlook, the Auto Tour Loop, and the two-
way road bisecting the Auto Tour Loop. The State of New 
Mexico allows bicycling on Highway 1. Use caution on this 
busy road and railroad crossing. 

Essential Information While You’re at Bosque del Apache

https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org//wp-content/uploads/2021/06/18006_FrndsBosque_Web.pdf
https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org//wp-content/uploads/2021/06/18006_FrndsBosque_Web.pdf
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Here’s How to Register!
Advance Registration 
Registration opens the week of September 
12th.
To register, please go to http://www. 
festivalofthecranes.com. Although online registration is 
preferred, you also may call Hold My Ticket at 1-877-
466-3404. Telephone hours for registration assistance
are Monday through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Mountain Time. Weekend hours on Saturday and
Sunday are 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. If you have a workshop
question, please email us at
registration@friendsofbosquedelapache.org.

Online early registration for OASIS members will 
begin Tuesday, September 13th at 9 a.m. (MDT). 
Registration for Friends members opens Wednesday, 
September 14th at 9 a.m. (MDT). Not a member but 
wish to register early? Become an OASIS member 
or Friend member of Friends of Bosque del Apache! 
Non-member online registration will begin Thursday, 
September 15th at 9 a.m. (MDT). Please note that 
registration costs for Festival of the Cranes are not tax 
deductible. 

Email confirmation of your registration, your receipt, 
and your agenda schedule are automatically sent 
when you register online. Your agenda schedule is 
your ticket. Some events fill up quickly in the first 
two weeks, so we encourage you to register early. 
Events that sell out quickly typically have waiting 
lists. Check waiting lists online or call the Registrar for 
help. Please note: though an event might be sold out, 

often space becomes available at the bus stop or event 
location on a first-come basis.

Festival Accommodations
For a full and current listing of accommodations, 
please visit https://www.socorronm.org/lodging/. 
Be sure to make your reservations early, as most 
accommodations become fully booked for the Festival.

Event Information during Festival
Have an event question? Need to register for an open 
event? Need your agenda printed? All are available 
online or at the Festival Registration Desk, which 
is open Thursday and Friday 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. and 
Saturday 7:30 a.m. to noon in the visitor center.

Cancellation Policy
Due to the limited capacity of our workshops, we 
cannot offer refunds once you register.  However, your 
registration ticket is transferrable should you not be 
able to attend. If you cannot attend and choose not to 
transfer your ticket, we will issue a receipt to you for 
the donation you have made to our organization. 

Friends of Bosque del Apache reserves the right to 
cancel an activity or substitute qualified presenters 
when necessary.  If we must cancel a Festival event for 
any reason, we will issue a full refund of the workshop 
fee.  Should that unlikely occurrence become 
necessary, we will notify you in as timely a manner as 
possible. 

Photo by Lisa Langell

https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org//festival/
https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org//festival/
https://www.socorronm.org/lodging/
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Morning Fly Out 5:45 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. Free Facebook Live
Birds in Black-and-White 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. $15.00 Virtual Webinar | Zoom
Crane Basics 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. $15.00 Virtual Webinar | Zoom
Seeing the Light:  Using Natural Light to Your Best Advantage 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. $15.00 Virtual Webinar | Zoom
Endangered Species: USFWS 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Free Virtual Webinar | Zoom
Manual Settings-Making it Simple 3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. $15.00 Virtual Webinar | Zoom
Conservation Photography and Ethics 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. $15.00 Virtual Webinar | Zoom

Volunteering for Nature 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. $15.00 Virtual Webinar | Zoom
Waterfowl Photography (From the Duck’s Eye View)  11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. $15.00 Virtual Webinar | Zoom
Water Management 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Free Virtual Webinar | Zoom
Sparrow ID 3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. $15.00 Virtual Webinar | Zoom
Evening Fly In 4:30 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. Free Facebook Live

Nighttime Photography at Very Large Array 3:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. $80.00 VLA Visitor Center

Walk Out to Fly Out 5:15 a.m. to 7:30 a.m. Free Refuge, Bus Stop
Mornings with the Cranes 5:30 a.m to 9:30 a.m $80.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Long-Exposure Wildlife Photography 6:15 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. $80.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Deadly Beauty Behavior 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. $35.00 Owl Bar Café | San Antonio
Birding Sevilleta! East Side 8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Free Sevilleta Visitor Center
Winter Raptors of the Southwest 9:00 a.m to 10:30 a.m. $50.00 Galena | Macey Center
Why Wilderness? Why Here? 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. $35.00 Music Room | Macey Center
Endangered Species: USFWS 9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Free Refuge, Bus Stop
Field Raptor ID 9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. $50.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Creative Bird Photography 10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. $50.00 Copper | Macey Center
Fort Craig Tour 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Free Fort Craig Historic Site 
Private Lives of Sandhill Cranes 11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. $35.00 Galena | Macey Center
The Fundamentals of Photography 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. $50.00 Music Room | Macey Center
Biomimicry in Birds and Butterflies 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Free Galena | Macey Center
Capturing Birds in a Small Frame 1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. $50.00 Music Room | Macey Center
Using Light Creatively in Bird & Nature Photography 1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. $80.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Waterfowl 1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. $50.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Walk In to Fly In 4:15 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. Free Refuge, Bus Stop
Friends Annual Dinner 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. $40.00 Second Floor Lobby | Macey Center
Wetland Magic - The Role of Wetlands in a Changing World 7:30 p.m. to 8:45 p.m. $15.00 Theatre | Macey Center

Mornings with the Cranes 5:30 a.m to 9:30 a.m $80.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Birds-in-Flight Photography 6:15 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. $80.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Deadly Beauty Photography 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. $35.00 Owl Bar Café | San Antonio
Birding by Ear 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. $30.00 Galena | Macey Center
Canyon Hike for Everyone 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. $8.00 Canyon Trail | Bosque del Apache NWR
An Introduction to Macro Photography 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. $50.00 Music Room | Macey Center
Bosque del Apache Water Management 9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Free Refuge, Bus Stop
Spending time with the Same Birds - Creating a Portfolio 10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. $50.00 Copper | Macey Center

Virtual Crane Fiesta | Friday, November 18

In-Person Festival | Friday, December 2

In-Person Festival | Thursday, December 1

In-Person Festival | Wednesday, November 30

Virtual Crane Fiesta | Saturday, November 19

Schedule of Events
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Oh Behave 11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. $35.00 Galena | Macey Center
Raptor ID Classroom 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m $35.00 Music Room | Macey Center
Formation Flight of Migratory Birds 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Free Galena | Macey Center
Field Methods 1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. $35.00 Music Room | Macey Center
Wildlife Phone Photography 1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m $80.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Slowing down: Sometimes Less Is More 1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. $50.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Evening with the Cranes 3:15 p.m to 5:45 p.m. $55.00 Refuge, Bus Stop

Mornings with the Cranes 5:30 a.m to 9:30 a.m $80.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
High-Key Photography: Stunning Art in the Field! 6:15 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. $80.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Morning Birding at New Mexico Tech 6:15 a.m. to 7:45 a.m. Free Macey Center Parking Area
Deadly Beauty: Raptors and Man 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. $50.00 Owl Bar Café | San Antonio
Post Production for Bird & Wildlife Photography 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. $60.00 Music Room | Macey Center
Owling ID 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. $35.00 Galena | Macey Center
Macro Photography: Rio Grande & Beyond 9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. $80.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Refuge Tour 9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Free Refuge, Bus Stop
Birding Photo Walk 9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. $80.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Endangered Species Act Presentation 10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Free Theatre | Macey Center
El Camino Real Historic Trail 10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Free Socorro Historic Plaza | Socorro
Hike: Sevilleta Mesa View 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Free Sevilleta Visitor Center
Spending time with the Same Birds - Creating a Portfolio 11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. $60.00 Music Room | Macey Center
Crane Basics  11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. $35.00 Galena | Macey Center
Colorations for Flight Efficiency 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Free Galena | Macey Center
From Pueblos to Statehood - New Mexico’s Unique History 1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Free Music Room | Macey Center
Panning, Implied Motion, and ICM 1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. $80.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Birding by Impression 1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. $50.00 Refuge, Bus Stop
Evening with the Cranes 3:15 p.m to 5:45 p.m. $55.00 Refuge, Bus Stop

In-Person Festival | Saturday, December 3

In-Person Festival | Friday, December 2

Travel Times: 

Socorro—BdA:  30 minutes
Socorro—VLA:   60 minutes
Socorro—Sevilleta:  25 minutes
BdA NWR—San Antonio:  10 minutes 
Macey Center, NMT -- BdA NWR` 35 minutes

Please note travel times below while designing your schedule.

Venue maps are on pages 38-40.
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Morning Fly Out   
5:45 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. | Friday 
Facebook Live  
USFWS Staff 
Free 
Registration not required 
It’s early, it’s dark, and it’s cold, but you’ll be joining 
us live from the comfort of your home! When 
thousands of cranes and geese take flight, the sights 
and sounds are spectacular!

Birds in Black-and-White 
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. | Friday 
Virtual Webinar | Zoom 
Lisa Langell 
$15 
The colors of birds and wildlife are beautiful—but it is 
fun to switch up your portfolio using monochromatic 
imagery.  This session will help you create these 
elegant, masterful images more easily when you 
recognize the right light, foreground and background 
that work best for monochromatic images.  You’ll even 
be able to review your archives and find images that 
convert beautifully to monochrome when you know 
what to look for on your hard drives. This webinar 
will go over natural light for monochromatic images, 
choosing the best exposure settings, and understanding 
the ideal backgrounds and foregrounds suited for this 
style of work.

Crane Basics 
9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. | Friday 
Virtual Webinar | Zoom 
Erv Nichols | Sandra Noll 
$15 
When watching a group of sandhill cranes, did you 
ever wish you knew more about these elegant birds, 
what they’re doing and why?  Crane Basics is your 
opportunity to learn more about crane biology and 
behavior.  You will gain insights into crane migration, 
family life, body language, and vocalizations through 
photographs and captivating video.  Crane Basics 

provides information that will significantly enhance 
your crane watching experience!   

Seeing the Light:  Using Natural Light to Your Best 
Advantage  
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Friday 
Virtual Webinar | Zoom 
Mollie Isaacs 
$15 

Join Mollie for this entertaining, educational, and 
inspirational presentation. You will learn about natural 
light and how to use it to your best advantage in 
creating better, more eye-catching images. Mollie will 
go over the best time of day to shoot, and how to get 
great shots even on days with “bad” lighting. This 
class will go over quick and easy image processing 
to improve all your images. Mollie will teach easy 
steps to create powerful silhouettes, artist approaches 
and many more pro tips and tricks to make your 
photography soar even higher. 

Endangered Species: USFWS 
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. | Friday 
Virtual Webinar | Zoom  
USFWS Staff 
Free 
One of the most heavily managed refuges in the 
National Wildlife Refuge System, Bosque del Apache 
is a part-time home to hundreds of species and a year-
round home to hundreds more, including endangered 
and threatened species. Join Bosque del Apache 
staff for a question-and-answer session focused on 
management for imperiled species at Bosque del 
Apache National Wildlife Refuge. 

Manual Settings-Making it Simple
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. | Friday 
Virtual Webinar | Zoom 
Lisa Langell 
$15 
Lisa Langell will help you put the how, why, and when 
together with regard to using Manual Exposure – or 
Manual Settings.  She will remove the intimidation 
and bring back the joy of taking photos while leaving 
“Auto” behind! If you’re confused about aperture, ISO 
and shutter speed—you are definitely not alone.  This 
session will help simplify and clarify these things. In 
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this workshop you will learn what manual exposure 
settings offer a photographer, how to first conceive the 
final look and feel you would like for your image, and 
understand the purposes of aperture, shutter speed, and 
ISO.

Conservation Photography and Ethics 
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. | Friday 
Virtual Webinar | Zoom 
Preston Ballard 
$15 
What is conservation photography? Preston Ballard 
will discuss this topic using examples of his own work 
and experiences. You will learn what makes a good 
conservation image, how to achieve these images, how 
to get your image/story out to the public, and more.

How can you best capture action and behavior in 
your waterfowl photography?  Which exposure mode 
should you use?  Why are light and wind direction 
so important in waterflow photography? Learn the 
answers to these questions and much more from 
Brian Zwiebel, who accompanies his talk with award-
winning photography.

Water Management 
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. | Saturday 
Virtual Webinar | Zoom 
USFWS Staff 
Free 
One of the most heavily managed refuges in the 
National Wildlife Refuge System, Bosque del Apache 
is a part-time home to hundreds of species and a year-
round home to hundreds more. Join Bosque del Apache 
staff for a question-and-answer session focused on 
water management at Bosque del Apache National 
Wildlife Refuge. 

Sparrow ID 
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. | Saturday 
Virtual Webinar | Zoom 
James Petersen 
$15 
Fall and winter is synonymous with walking through 
brushy fields trying to tediously identify sparrows. 
From clay-colored sparrow to chipping sparrow to 
Brewer’s sparrow, many of these species look similar; 
however, with some careful study, they become easy 
to separate. In this webinar, we will go over the fall 
and winter sparrows that call Bosque del Apache their 
winter home and the tips that will help you identify 
them in no time.

Evening Fly In 
4:30 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. | Saturday 
Facebook Live  
USFWS Staff 
Free 
Registration not required 
As the shadows grow long and the sun begins to set, 
thousands of geese and cranes return to the nighttime 
safety of the wetlands on the refuge. Tune in to view 
this spectacular scene!

Volunteering for Nature   
9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. | Saturday 
Virtual Webinar | Zoom 
Erv Nichols | Sandra Noll 
$15 
Erv Nichols and Sandra Noll have traveled extensively 
as guides, lecturers and “volunteers for nature.” When 
volunteering, the retired couple have exchanged their 
skills as naturalists, photographers, and interpretive 
guides for an RV hook-up or lodging at a wide variety 
of federal and non-profit agencies from Texas to 
Alaska.  In this program, they share their personal 
journey while addressing questions and providing 
tips on volunteering in today’s world of dynamic 
circumstances.  Expect a program laced with humor 
and generously illustrated with photographs of their 
adventures!

Waterfowl Photography (From the Duck’s Eye 
View)   
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Saturday 
Virtual Webinar | Zoom 
Brian Zwiebel 
$15 
What does it take to make stunning duck portraits? 

Crane Fiesta (Virtual)
Saturday, November 19
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Nighttime Photography at Very Large Array 
3:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. | Wednesday 
Very Large Array Visitor Center 
Todd Nettelhorst | Noah Buchanan 
$80 
The Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) is a 
centimeter-wavelength radio astronomy observatory 
located in central New Mexico on the Plains of San 
Agustin, about fifty miles west of Socorro. The VLA 
comprises twenty-eight 25-meter radio telescopes 
deployed in a Y-shaped array.  Join Noah Buchanan 
and Todd Nettelhorst for this informative tour at the 
observatory.  We will have the opportunity to capture 
intriguing images using the grand-size radio telescope 
during the golden and blue hours of sunset.  With 
the mountains as a backdrop and as the sun sets, 

the milky way will appear and the moon will rise, 
adding impact to the imagery.  Noah and Todd will 
coach the group and help you learn how to use 
camera settings and techniques to incorporate these 
telescopes into the landscape to compose and create 
stunning imagery.  Come join us for this all-access 
opportunity!
Recommended materials: camera (DSLR, mirrorless, 
or smartphone (with manuals)); lenses - standard, 
wide & telephoto; tripod & ballhead; star tracker 
(optional); cable release or remote control; headlamp 
with red filter; sack dinner & water bottle. Limit 14.

Photo by Carol Dickey
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Festival (In-Person)
Wednesday, November 30

Walk Out to Fly Out 
5:15 a.m. to 7:30 a.m. | Thursday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
USFWS Staff 
Free 
It’s early, it’s dark, and it’s cold, but this is one 
event you shouldn’t miss. When thousands of cranes 
and geese take flight, the sights and sounds are 
spectacular! Meet at the visitor center bus stop for a 
short bus ride and walk to the roost area to view this 
spectacular scene. Wear comfortable shoes and dress 
warmly. Often there are seats on the bus for walk-
ons, though this is not guaranteed. This tour will 
include light walking. Limit 10.

Mornings with the Cranes 
5:30 a.m to 9:30 a.m | Thursday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Paul Tebbel | Keanna Leonard 
$80 
The experience of the evening crane fly-in is very 
dramatic, but don’t miss the other great show:  the 
dawn fly-out. With guides Paul Tebbel and Keanna 
Leonard, watch and listen as the cranes awaken and 
the night slowly becomes day. There is no better 
time to pick out different vocalizations, see body 
language, and learn about the different life histories 
of the lesser and greater sandhill cranes. Learn how 

Festival (In-Person)
Thursday, December 1
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to recognize juveniles by sound and sight, identify 
the different subspecies, and become familiar with 
many communications, like the unison call. Once all 
the cranes have departed, we’ll return to the refuge 
visitor center. You can shed some layers and grab your 
food, and we’ll head back into the refuge to observe 
cranes in the field and learn more about their behavior 
while watching them feed, dance, and interact. This 
workshop is geared toward first-time viewers, but 
even experienced crane watchers will learn a lot. This 
tour will include light walking. Limit 10.

Long-Exposure Wildlife Photography 
6:15 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. | Thursday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Todd Nettelhorst 
$80 
Want to create more artistic wildlife imagery? 
Join professional nature photographer and Vanguard 
Pro Todd Nettelhorst and learn the proper settings 
and techniques for using long exposure to capture 
more artistic images.  We will photograph waterfowl 
as they anticipate sunrise and eventually lift off to 
spend the day out in the fields.  Learn to use both 
subject and camera movements to capture artistic 
motion blur, creating fine art imagery.  Also learn 
about compositional concepts, shooting tips, and 
understanding bird and wildlife behaviors to anticipate 
the shot.All photographer levels are welcome, but you 
should have a working knowledge of your camera.   
Recommended materials: smartphone or camera, and 
manuals if possible; a wide-angle (10mm / 16mm), 
standard or prime (18mm - 85mm), or telephoto 
(70-200mm / 100-400mm / 200-600mm) lens is 
recommended; tripod & ballhead; neutral density & 
polarizing filters; cable release or remote control; 
extra batteries; headlamp; and notepad and pencil (for 
taking notes).
Skill level: Beginner to intermediate. Limit 10.

Deadly Beauty Behavior 
8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. | Thursday 
Owl Bar Café | San Antonio 
Matt Mitchell 
$35 
Experience live raptors in the field! Join falconer, 
raptor breeder, and wildlife rehabilitator Matthew 

Mitchell and explore the strategies hawks and falcons 
use to catch their prey and raise their young. Matt 
will release trained hawks and falcons who will fly, 
chase lures, and possibly even hunt wild prey, such 
as rabbits and ducks (viewers be warned!). Meet at 
the west side of the Owl Bar in San Antonio at 8:00 
a.m. and carpool a short distance to an area where the
birds can fly and hunt safely. Bring your questions and

Watch for this sign – it indicates areas where no 
people are allowed, whether by vehicle, foot or 
bicycle. Obey all posted signs, barricades, and 
barriers. 

A few cautions and suggestions…

 Weather is variable in December. Mornings are 
usually very cold and afternoons can reach into the 
60s. Layered clothing is recommended. Dress warmly 
for early morning events.

 If you are arriving for early morning activities 
(before 6:30 a.m.), bring a flashlight or a headlamp to 
navigate the parking lot.

 Allow enough time to reach your destination safely.

 There is more traffic on and near the refuge during 
Festival; watch for vehicle doors opening, birders and 
photographers in roadways, and other hazards.

 Birders and photographers: move your vehicle to 
the side of the road if you are stopping. Watch for other 
vehicles when entering or exiting your vehicle. Set up 
cameras and spotting scopes off the roadway.
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binoculars. This tour involves light walking. Cameras 
are allowed, but no dogs, please. Limit 30.

Birding Sevilleta! East Side 
8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. | Thursday 
Sevilleta Visitor Center 
Sevilleta Staff 
Free 
Join a refuge naturalist to learn about the fascinating 
landscape of Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge. This 
3.5 mile-roundtrip journey to the top of the mesa 
overlooking the refuge provides abundant scenic views 
of the Ladrones and surrounding mountains along 
the edge of the mesa before dropping back into the 
valley. You will see a wide diversity of awe-inspiring 
landforms. This is a moderate-to-strenuous hike over 
uneven surfaces. Bring your lunch and plenty of 
drinking water. Limit 15.

Winter Raptors of the Southwest: Strategies for 
Better Field ID 
9:00 a.m to 10:30 a.m. | Thursday 
Galena | Macey Center 
Alex Harper 
$50 
Despite their sizes, birds of prey are considered to be 
some of the most challenging birds to identify in the 
field. This is because plumage can be variable in some 
species, and birds often appear different depending on 
what they are doing. Sometimes birds are observed 
from a great distance, and only shape and behavior 
may be available to the observer. 
In this course, seasoned hawk watcher and field 
biologist Alex Harper will share some of the tips and 
tricks he has learned over the years to identify birds 
of prey at migratory locations and throughout North 
America. Of course, behavior and habitat are linked 
to how a bird makes a living in the world; so Alex 
will touch on hunting strategies and diet to give you 
a deeper understanding of the “context” that you 
may find birds of prey in. Identification is likened to 
solving a puzzle: the more pieces you have, the easier 
it is to get a fuller picture of the birds that you seek 

Photo by Todd Nettelhorst
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out. Alex will accompany his lecture with a slideshow 
presentation. Limit 25.

Why Wilderness? Why Here? 
9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. | Thursday 
Music Room | Macey Center 
Sandra Noll | Erv Nichols  
$35 
Beginning with an overview of the Wilderness Act, 
this program incorporates stunning visual images 
and interactive dialogue, inviting the audience to 
examine their own perceptions of and relationship to 
wilderness. Sandra Noll provides a brief overview 
of New Mexico’s unique history in the wilderness 
movement and explore the uses, management, 
restrictions, and benefits of wilderness areas, including 
the range of opinion related to “legislating” wilderness.  
The program concludes with a virtual tour of the 
three wilderness areas of Bosque del Apache NWR, 
depicting their unique characteristics and significance. 
Limit 20.

Endangered Species: USFWS 
9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Thursday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
USFWS Staff 
Free 
Join a refuge biologist on a tour of areas of the refuge 
where endangered species habitat has been restored. 
Learn about habitat types that are critical for survival 
of the four federally listed species that occur on the 
refuge and discuss the challenges that each species 
faces. Limit 10.

Field Raptor ID 
9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Thursday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
James Petersen 
$50 
In this workshop, we will review the species of raptors 
that winter in Bosque del Apache and learn how to 
identify them from both close and far away.  For each 
raptor we find, we will explain how to eliminate the 
other raptor species and what field marks to key in on 
to identify the bird. Limit 10.

Photo by Ray Hennessy
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Creative Bird Photography 
10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. | Thursday 
Copper | Macey Center 
Ray Hennessy 
$50 
What makes an artistic bird photo different from just a 
standard documentary bird portrait? Ray Hennessy will 
discuss and show all the methods he uses—such as 
light, space, bokeh, close-distance shooting, capturing 
action, and using hides—to create unique bird photos 
that are a joy to look at. Ray will share nearly 200 
photos captured over the past ten years that show 
these different methods in practice, and he will discuss 
in depth how he implements the techniques while 
shooting.  Be ready for a wide variety of unique and 
different bird photos! Limit 20.

Fort Craig Tour 
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. | Thursday 
Fort Craig Historic Site | Bureau of Land 
Management 
BLM Staff 
Free 
Join the Bureau of Land Management for an onsite 
tour of the historic ruins of Fort Craig. Situated in 
the stark beauty of Socorro County, New Mexico 
and nestled along the Rio Grande Valley, Fort Craig 
played a critical role in frontier campaigns, and is 
associated with many notable Native figures, including 
Geronimo, Victorio, and Nana. Other prominent 
figures whose stories are interwoven with Fort Craig 
include those of Kit Carson, Rafael Chacón, Captain 
Jack Crawford, as well as the famous 9th Cavalry, 
better known as the Buffalo Soldiers. Limit 30.

Private Lives of Sandhill Cranes 
11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Thursday 
Galena | Macey Center  
Paul Tebbel | Keanna Leonard 
$35 
Want to make your crane viewing experience more 
enjoyable? Then this is the program for you! In 
this fun, interactive mini-workshop, Paul Tebbel 
and Keanna Leonard will help you explore many 
of the common vocalizations, body language, and 
other characteristics of sandhill cranes.  You’ll learn 

to recognize juveniles and subspecies, distinguish 
between dancing and aggression, and many other 
details that will help you better understand and 
appreciate sandhill cranes. Limit 25.

The Fundamentals of Photography 
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. | Thursday 
Music Room | Macey Center 
Brett Wells 
$50 
Learn the basics of exposure and metering, lens 
selection, and camera settings as we explore the 
fundamentals of creating photographic images. This 
class will help you understand the way cameras think 
and the impact of the choices you make (or don’t 
make) operating them. We will also discuss the effects 
of focal length and aperture on your photographs and 
choosing the right lens for the job. Limit 20.

Biomimicry in Birds and Butterflies 
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. | Thursday 
Galena | Macey Center 
Mostafa Hassanalian 
Free 
During the millions of years of evolution, nature 
has developed processes, objects, materials, and 
functions to increase efficiency. Through biomimicry 
and inspiration from this treasure trove, engineers 
and biologists are learning from biological insights. 
Sometimes looking at nature provides us the best 
answers for the development and optimization of 
different types of engineering systems. Nature always 
has effective solutions for many complex tasks 
in different engineering systems, such as energy, 
locomotion, navigation, control, sensing, and design. 
The growing science of biomimicry focuses on what 
engineers can learn about efficient solutions for 
engineering systems that nature has spent millions of 
years refining. As an example, one of the interesting 
aspects of avian flight dynamics is how natural flyers, 
such as birds and insects, can deform their shape 
to optimize their flight in different flight modes. 
Therefore, the concept of morphing structures for 
aerial vehicles originated from the observation of birds 
as they fly. Limit 25.
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Capturing Birds in a Small Frame 
1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. | Thursday 
Music Room | Macey Center 
Ray Hennessy 
$50 
Telling a story in a single frame is no easy task. One 
way to do it is to include more of the surrounding 
habitat: that helps tell the story of where your subject 
lives and survives. In addition to telling a story, 
capturing birds in a small frame can be a way to push 
your bird photography into more creative realms using 
negative space, beautiful colors, and eye-catching 
bokeh. Ray will discuss and share the methods he uses 
and how he thinks about capturing birds in a small 
frame. Limit 20.

Using Light Creatively in Bird & Nature 
Photography 
1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. | Thursday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Lisa Langell 
$80 
From afternoon through sunset into the blue hour 
(or from the pre-dawn blue hour until after sunrise), 
there are SO many types of light in which to capture 
stunning images! With lighting conditions changing 
constantly during these times, we will use a variety 
of light conditions to capture nature beautifully:  
learning how to see and use light in myriad ways is 
integral to nature photography.  This session gives 
you inspiration, ideas, settings, and tools to make the 
most out of all types of natural light: from full sun 
to magic hour, cloudy skies, fog, back lighting, front 
lighting, side lighting, silhouette, and more.  We will 
use whatever weather and light nature provides us to 
come away with beautiful images and loads of new 
knowledge.
Equipment: DSLR or mirrorless camera, zoom lens 
(e.g., one lens with a reach of at least 400 mm or 
more, one lens between about 24-100 mm), tripod 
(optional but recommended).
Skill Level:  Beginner to intermediate
Limit 10.

Waterfowl 
1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. | Thursday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
James Petersen 
$50 
From the graceful but quick flight style of Northern 
Pintails to the diminutive Green-winged Teals to the 
large, long-beaked silhouette of Canvasbacks to the 
smaller Redheads, the variety of waterfowl species 
that call Bosque del Apache their winter home is vast.  
Many of these waterfowl make up mixed flocks that 
can make identifying them a challenging prospect.  
In this field course, we will go over, identify, and 
compare the many species of waterfowl that make 
their winter home at Bosque Del Apache National 
Wildlife Refuge. Limit 10.

Photo by Brett Wells
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Walk In to Fly In 
4:15 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. | Thursday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
USFWS Staff 
Free 
As the shadows grow long and the sun begins to set, 
thousands of geese and cranes return to the nighttime 
safety of the wetlands on the refuge. Meet at the 
visitor center bus stop for a short bus ride and walk 
to the roost area to view this spectacular scene. Wear 
comfortable shoes and dress warmly. Limit 20.

Friends Annual Dinner  
5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. | Thursday 
Second Floor Lobby | Macey Center 
Friends of Bosque del Apache
$40 
Come join us for a delicious dinner in the spacious 
upstairs lobby of Macey Center. Mingle, share your 
stories about your first day of Festival, connect 
with old friends and meet new ones as we present a 
slideshow with the photo contest entries and winners 
in our Festival 2022 Photography Contest. The banquet 
provides you the opportunity to meet the Friends 

Board and Friends members in an informal setting. 
Dinner includes a complementary ticket to the keynote 
presentation at 7:30 p.m. Cash bar opens at 5:30 p.m. 
Dinner commences around 6 p.m.; be sure to make 
your dinner selection when you register. Dress is 
casual. At the culmination of the dinner, we’ll present 
the Martha Hatch Volunteer of the Year Award to a 
deserving and unsuspecting nominee who has made 
outstanding volunteer contributions to the Friends of 
Bosque del Apache and to the refuge. Finally, we’ll 
head to the Macey Center Theatre for our exciting 
Keynote presentation. Limit 70.

Wetland Magic - The Role of Wetlands in a 
Changing World - Keynote 
7:30 p.m. to 8:45 p.m. | Thursday 
Theatre | Macey Center 
Barnaby Briggs 
$15 
The climate is changing around us. But even before 
the effects of climate change, water has been in crisis 
globally. Around the world, more people are using 
more water every day. Cities are growing and using 
more water, and the waste we produce is seriously 

Photo by Lisa Langell
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impacting the quality of the water around us. Crops 
and farm animals need water in ever-increasing 
amounts. What can we do?
Preserve our wetlands. Solutions to many of the 
world’s water problems, including climate change, 
lie with wetlands. Globally we have lost nearly 90% 
of wetlands since 1700. Wetlands include swamps, 
marshes, fens, bogs, lakes, rivers, floodplains, 
estuaries, mangrove forests, and mudflats. Some 
of these have been restored in recent years, and the 
impacts of that restoration are already being felt by 
people and wildlife across the world.
Wetlands are being created or recreated globally right 
now. From the story of the Madagascar Pochard (a 
medium-sized diving duck), which started as a single-
species rescue mission and ended up as a community 
wetland creation, to a flood-mitigation project in 
England that became a stunning carbon-capture 
story, the impact of wetland restoration on wildlife is 
measurable, even over the short term. Wildfowl and 
Wetlands Trust (WWT) is one organization that is 

© Ken Hubbard 
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delivering these and many more projects by working in 
partnership with governments of all levels and types, 
landowners, rural and urban communities, farmers, 
hunters, and water resource managers.
Bosque del Apache (BdA) is another: like WWT, BdA 
is making a difference and leading the conversation 
on the importance of wetlands. Wetlands make a real 
difference to the environment, to wildlife, to the world, 
and to people: to livelihoods, aesthetics, and even—
as we are starting to discover—mental health and 
wellbeing. 
But while organizations can lead some of the 
conversation, we always need to work with others 
who will lead on other aspects. Working together 
for a better and wetter future is not wishful thinking. 
Creating and restoring wetlands has started and is 
already delivering results. It’s not too late! We need 
to do a lot more and to involve more people from all 
walks of life—like you! The vision of bigger, better, 
wetter wetlands is a reality, not a mirage: Wetlands Are 
Magic.
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Festival (In-Person)
Friday, December 2

Mornings with the Cranes 
5:30 a.m to 9:30 a.m. | Friday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Paul Tebbel | Keanna Leonard 
$80 
The experience of the evening crane fly-in is very 
dramatic, but don’t miss the other great show:  the 
dawn fly-out. With guides Paul Tebbel and Keanna 
Leonard, watch and listen as the cranes awaken and 
the night slowly becomes day. There is no better 
time to pick out different vocalizations, see body 
language, and learn about the different life histories 
of the lesser and greater sandhill cranes. Learn how 
to recognize juveniles by sound and sight, identify 
the different subspecies, and become familiar with 
many communications, like the unison call. Once all 
the cranes have departed, we’ll return to the refuge 
visitor center. You can shed some layers and grab your 
food, and we’ll head back into the refuge to observe 
cranes in the field and learn more about their behavior 
while watching them feed, dance, and interact. This 
workshop is geared toward first-time viewers, but even 
experienced crane watchers will learn a lot. This tour 
will include light walking. Limit 10.

Birds-in-Flight Photography 
6:15 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. | Friday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Lisa Langell 
$80 
Learn to photograph birds in flight!  Lisa Langell’s 
supportive and upbeat teaching style will help even the 
most nervous or newest photographer improve his or 
her technique! This class focuses on in-camera settings 
and in-the-field techniques that will help you capture 
beautiful images of birds in flight.  You will also learn 
to observe bird behaviors so you can anticipate when 
the bird will take flight, and you will learn a few 
helpful tips for keeping you and the birds safe, and 
much more!  

Equipment:  DSLR or mirrorless camera, zoom lens 
(e.g., a zoom or prime lens with a maximum reach 
of at least 300 mm or more), tripod (optional but 
recommended), your camera’s manual.
Skill Level:  Beginner to intermediate Limit 10.

Deadly Beauty Photography 
8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. | Friday 
Owl Bar Café | San Antonio 
Matt Mitchell 
$35 
Experience live raptors in the field! Hawks, falcons, 
and eagles are the star performers as they are released 
to fly, chase lures, and possibly hunt wild prey, such as 
rabbits and ducks (viewers be warned!). Falconer and 
wildlife rehabilitator Matthew Mitchell will consider 
the needs of photographers as he exercises his trained 
raptors. A professional wildlife photographer will be 
on site and offer photography techniques and tips. 
Meet at the west side of the Owl Bar in San Antonio at 
8:00 a.m. and carpool a short distance to an area where 
the birds can fly and hunt safely. Bring your questions, 
tripods, cameras, and binoculars. Please, no dogs. 
Limit 15.

Birding by Ear 
9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. | Friday 
Galena | Macey Center 
Alex Harper 
$30 
Birding by ear is yet another layer to the birding 
experience. As we are birding, birds are constantly 
communicating with one another, and even 
communicating with different species and mammals. 
Alex Harper will be your lead for an indoor workshop 
on birding by ear. He will teach you the language used 
to describe bird vocalizations, give you mnemonics 
to remember bird songs and calls, describe how birds 
can have dialects, and describe how you can attune 
to the environment by becoming more fluent with the 
language of birds. Limit 25.
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Canyon Hike for Everyone 
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Friday 
Canyon Trail | Bosque del Apache NWR 
Rex Myers | Susan Richards 
$8 
Enjoy a beautiful corner of Bosque del Apache on 
Friday, December 2, with a hike on the Canyon Trail.  
Meet at the trailhead parking area at 9:30 a.m. (south 
of the tour route turn-in); bring water and snacks; 
wear sturdy shoes or hiking boots; you may want a 
hiking pole.  The trail is 2.5 miles long and there is 
approximately 200 feet of elevation gain.  Most hiking 
is in sandy arroyos and not difficult.  Families are 
encouraged.  Birds?  This is not a birding hike.  In 
December, we might see black-throated and white-
crowned sparrows, sometimes raptors.  No promises, 
other than interesting scenery and a great view of the 
refuge. Limit 15.

An Introduction to Macro Photography 
9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. | Friday 
Music Room | Macey Center 
Brett Wells 
$50 
Do you want to shoot small? Photographer and Sigma 
tech rep, Brett Wells will teach you his tips and tricks. 
Learn the basics of macro photography and how to 
utilize them at home and in the field. He’ll talk about 
necessary equipment, camera settings, and tips that 
will have you producing great macro shots in your 
own surroundings and out in nature. Limit 20.

Bosque del Apache Water Management 
9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Friday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
USFWS Staff 
Free 
Experience the refuge from the perspective of water 
management. Join refuge water manager Gerad 
Montoya on a tour of the refuge to learn how water 
is moved, used, and conserved to create the diverse 
wetland habitats that attract wildlife and people to 
Bosque del Apache. Learn the tools and techniques 
used to mimic the conditions needed to manage the 
critical wetland habitat of the historic Rio Grande. This 
tour takes you places on the refuge most never get to 
see. Limit 10.

Spending time with the Same Birds - Creating a 
Portfolio 
10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. | Friday 
Copper | Macey Center 
Ray Hennessy 
$50 
How can you create an entire portfolio of a bird 
species? The best way is spending a lot of time with 
the same species and even the same individuals. This 
can result in a wide variety of looks, lighting, and 
moments captured with a species of bird. Spending a 
lot of time with the same subject can also allow you 
to learn more about them and their behaviors and 
habits, which allows you to better capture the intimate 
moments of a bird’s life. Join Ray Hennessy as he 
shares his thoughts and methods on creating a varied 
portfolio of a single species. Limit 20.

Oh Behave 
11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Friday 
Galena | Macey Center 
Anne Lacy 
$35 
Have you ever wondered what cranes are thinking 
when you observe them? Cranes are known for their 
charisma, and they don’t shy away from showing 
how they feel. Across the globe, cranes yield amazing 
behaviors during both the breeding and nonbreeding 
seasons, and some of these displays allow them to 
communicate with their mates, other cranes, and 
encroaching predators. In this discussion, we will dive 
into the secrets of crane behavior, both familiar and 
obscure, and equip you with the field skills to decipher 
it for yourself! Limit 25.

Raptor ID Classroom 
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m | Friday 
Music Room | Macey Center 
James Petersen 
$35 
Identifying a perched raptor is one thing, but being 
able to identify a raptor that is far away and in flight 
can be extremely tricky.  In this workshop, we will 
go over not only how to identify raptors up close, but 
also the clues to identifying a raptor in flight from a 
distance: shape, flight style, and overall behavior.  We 
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will concentrate on the wintering raptors of Bosque 
del Apache, but we will also touch on raptors that both 
breed and migrate through the area. Limit 25.

Formation Flight of Migratory Birds 
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. | Friday 
Galena | Macey Center 
Mostafa Hassanalian 
Free 
Although many birds do not migrate, migratory birds 
perform either solo migration or fly in groups. For 
birds, flying together may be more efficient than 
solo flight. Flocking in migrating birds may offer a 
variety of advantages, such as greater area coverage, 
lower workloads, higher endurance, more resistance 
to predators, and less drag. Also, in flocking flight 
there may be a smaller probability of a bird losing 
its way during migration, considering the bird’s 
age, experience, leadership, and social network 
traits. Flocking is the complex, collective, flexible, 
coordinated, and self-organized behavior of a group 
of birds that migrate together. Flocking and group 
flight is employed by many types of birds. Formation 
flight may have aerodynamic advantages for large 
birds, such as geese. Drag reduction would be an 
advantage in migration. Flocking and formation flight 

are possibly effective drag reduction approaches. Drag 
reduction in flocking flight of migrating birds may be 
considerable and needs to be quantified under more 
conditions than it has been. Limit 25.

Field Methods 
1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. | Friday 
Music Room | Macey Center 
James Petersen 
$35 
Ever wonder how field biologists and researchers 
gather data on birds?  How scientists can track birds, 
from small warblers and vireos to raptors and ducks, 
across continents?  From surveying forest birds to 
counting large flocks of ducks and raptors to capturing 
and banding ducks and geese, come and learn about 
the different methods used to survey, catch, band, 
and track birds throughout their breeding stages and 
migration. Limit 20.

Wildlife Phone Photography 
1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m | Friday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Todd Nettelhorst 
$80 
Join professional nature photographer and Vanguard 
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Pro Todd Nettelhorst and learn the proper techniques 
and settings to capture beautiful images with your 
phone.  We will photograph waterfowl as they 
return to the water to roost for the evening, as well 
as any other birds and wildlife within the area.  All 
photographer levels are welcome, but you should have 
a working knowledge of your camera phone settings.  
A spotting scope and/or a pair of binoculars with 
a phone adapter can also be a helpful tool to reach 
distant wildlife.  Todd will have a few of these with 
adaptors available on-site for you to try out. You will 
learn how to navigate phone camera settings to use the 
available light to optimize exposure and how to use 
additional optics to capture more intimate moments. 
Todd will go over compositional concepts, shooting 
tips, and understanding bird and wildlife behaviors 
to anticipate the shot. He will also review how to use 
video to enhance your experience. 
Recommended materials: smartphone with camera, 
phone apps with pro/manual settings, tripod, ballhead 
(pan) with phone adapter; spotting scope (binocular) 
with adaptor, camera phone lenses, headlamp, external 

Photo by Todd Nettelhorst

battery charger, and notepad and pencil (for taking 
notes).
Skill Level: Beginner to intermediate. Limit 10.

Slowing Down: Sometimes Less Is More 
1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. | Friday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Alex Harper 
$50 
Birds come fast and furiously at the Bosque. As a 
birder, it can be tempting to want to identify a bird 
before moving quickly on to the next bird to identify. 
In this workshop, we will challenge ourselves to 
spend more time with fewer birds. We will fight the 
temptation to achieve a large list of species. You 
may be very surprised at the field marks that are 
missed when we don’t slow down, open awareness, 
and study and listen for birds. We will get into the 
weeds, figuratively, and this is where the learning truly 
happens. Limit 20.
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Festival (In-Person)
Saturday, December 3

Evening with the Cranes 
3:15 p.m to 5:45 p.m. | Friday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Sandra Noll | Erv Nichols 
$55 
If you want to fully experience sandhill cranes 
and hate to get up early, this workshop is for you!  
Sandra Noll and Erv Nichols provide a personalized 
experience for those seeing cranes for the first time as 
well as for veteran crane watchers.  The tour begins 
with direct field observations, including identifying 
individuals within crane families and seeing how 
cranes form and maintain pair bonds, raise young, 
communicate by vocalizations and body language, 
forage, and move about the refuge . . . the typical 
crane day.  It concludes with the sandhill cranes’ “fly-
in” to a refuge hot spot, where they will roost for the 
night.  With any luck, fly-in will take place against the 
backdrop of a glorious New Mexico sunset. Limit 10.

Mornings with the Cranes 
5:30 a.m to 9:30 a.m. | Saturday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Paul Tebbel | Keanna Leonard 
$80 
The experience of the evening crane fly-in is very 
dramatic, but don’t miss the other great show:  the 
dawn fly-out. With guides Paul Tebbel and Keanna 
Leonard, watch and listen as the cranes awaken and 
the night slowly becomes day. There is no better 
time to pick out different vocalizations, see body 
language, and learn about the different life histories 
of the lesser and greater sandhill cranes. Learn how 
to recognize juveniles by sound and sight, identify 
the different subspecies, and become familiar with 
many communications, like the unison call. Once all 
the cranes have departed, we’ll return to the refuge 
visitor center. You can shed some layers and grab your 
food, and we’ll head back into the refuge to observe 
cranes in the field and learn more about their behavior 
while watching them feed, dance, and interact. This 
workshop is geared toward first-time viewers, but even 
experienced crane watchers will learn a lot. This tour 
will include light walking. Limit 10.

High-Key Photography: Stunning Art in the Field! 
6:15 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. | Saturday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Lisa Langell 
$80 
What is “high-key” photography?  It is the beautiful, 
light, bright, and often watercolor or sketch-like 
looking images that are created with the right light and 
backgrounds.  It has a modern and simple look that 
many adore.  It is one of Lisa Langell’s favorite styles 
for photographing nature and wildlife.  We will use 
available light as well as a few accessories to produce 
the high-key look in your artistic images out in the 
field.  We will start with stationary objects, such as 
flowers and leaves, using accessories; then, we will 
move on to birds or wildlife as the light and conditions 

Photo by Ray Hennessy
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evolve to produce better high-key photography 
opportunities in the field.  
Equipment:  DSLR or mirrorless camera, zoom lens 
(e.g., a zoom or prime lens with a maximum reach 
of at least 400 mm or more), tripod (optional but 
recommended), and your camera’s manual.  Additional 
supplies provided.  It is very helpful if prior to this 
workshop you research how to find your histogram 
and, if possible, your highlight alert (sometimes called 
“blinkies” or “zebras”) on your camera when viewing 
images in live-view or in playback mode. 
Skill Level:  Intermediate to advanced. 
Limit 10.

Morning Birding at New Mexico Tech: Finding 
Hidden Treasures 
6:15 a.m. to 7:45 a.m. | Saturday 
Macey Center Parking Area 
Sharon Fullingim  
Free 
Join Sharon Fullingim at Macey Center to search and 
learn about the hidden avian gems at New Mexico 
Institute of Mining and Technology. Learn how to 
enjoy urban birding near you! This walking workshop 

will meander around the campus looking for the “usual 
suspects” of southwest New Mexico and may even 
spot something unusual. Limit 10.

Deadly Beauty: Raptors and Man 
8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. | Saturday 
Owl Bar Café | San Antonio 
Matt Mitchell 
$50 
Experience live raptors in the field! Join falconer and 
wildlife rehabilitator Matthew Mitchell with his free-
flying raptors as he highlights the interconnectedness 
of birds of prey in our lives. The discussion will focus 
on falconry, captive breeding, and raptor rehabilitation. 
Watch trained hawks and falcons play, fly, and yes, 
hunt - viewers be warned! This group will meet at the 
west side of the Owl Bar in San Antonio at 8:00 a.m. 
and carpool a short distance to an area where the birds 
can fly and hunt safely. Bring your questions, tripods, 
cameras, and binoculars. Please, no dogs! Limit 24.
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Post Production for Bird & Wildlife Photography 
9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. | Saturday 
Music Room | Macey Center 
Ray Hennessy 
$60 
While Ray Hennessy strives to capture the perfect 
bird photograph in the field with his camera, his style 
photography post processing can take a good photo 
and make it great. Join Ray as he shares some of the 
more common techniques he uses to elevate his bird 
photos. He will walk through the process from start to 
finish, editing a few select photos to make them look 
their best. Limit 20.

Owling ID 
9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. | Saturday 
Galena | Macey Center 
James Petersen 
$35 
From the moth-like flight of short-eared owls at dusk, 
to the rolling, bouncing-ball-like call of western 
screech owls, these cryptic nocturnal species are varied 
and fascinating. Many birders may hear them but 
never see them.  In this classroom workshop, we will 
go over owling, what habitats to look for with which 
species and tips for finding them both during the night 
and during the day. Limit 25.

Macro Photography: Rio Grande & Beyond 
9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Saturday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Todd Nettelhorst 
$80 
Want to learn how to compose very tiny subjects, 
making them larger than life with impact? 
Join professional nature photographer and Vanguard 
Pro Todd Nettelhorst for this hands-on field session 
around the Rio Grande and learn how to see and 
navigate the small subjects in the New Mexico 
environment.  We’ll focus on mastering your 
equipment, learning to see like a macro photographer, 
and using creative techniques to compose compelling 
images.  All photographer levels are welcome, but 
you should have a working knowledge of your camera 
phone settings. You will learn macro compositional 
concepts and shooting tips, how to use creative angles 
to create impact, how to find subjects in small spaces, 

and how to use the tools to aid in capturing great 
imagery.
Recommended materials: camera (DSLR, mirrorless, 
smartphone (with manuals)), lenses (macro or 
telephoto with extension tubes (70-200 / 100-400 
/ 200-600)), tripod & ballhead, polarizing filter 
(optional), extension tubes, diffusion & reflector discs, 
cable release or remote control, and a notepad and 
pencil (for taking notes). Limit 10.

Refuge Tour 
9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Saturday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
USFWS Staff 
Free 
This is a unique opportunity to explore seldom-visited 
areas of the refuge with your knowledgeable refuge 
staff tour guide. Your host will explain how the refuge 
manages the land and water you see to benefit wildlife. 
See spectacular views of cranes, geese, ducks, raptors, 
and perhaps even turkeys. Please note that, due to time 
constraints, participants will remain on the bus for the 
two-hour tour. Limit 10.

Birding Photo Walk 
9:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Saturday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Brett Wells 
$80 
Learn the basics of photographing birds, from your 
bird feeder to the beach to prime locations and 
destinations with photographer and Sigma tech rep, 
Brett Wells. Master the basics and be ready for all 
the action. We’ll discuss settings, lenses, cameras, 
accessories, bird behavior, and weather as we 
photograph the diverse wildlife of Bosque del Apache. 
Limit 10.

Endangered Species Act Presentation  
10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. | Saturday 
Theatre | Macey Center 
Defenders of Wildlife 
Free 
Did you know there are four endangered species who 
call the refuge home? Join Defenders of Wildlife to 
learn about these species, the Endangered Species Act 
that protects them and the work Defenders is doing on 
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the ground, in the courts and on Capitol Hill to save 
them from extinction. You’ll also find out what you 
can do to help keep them secure and thriving at the 
Bosque del Apache. Limit 25.

El Camino Real Historic Trail: Guided Walking 
Tour in Downtown Socorro 
10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. | Saturday 
Socorro Historic Plaza | Socorro 
Free 
This walking tour with a local guide will provide 
information about Socorro’s three downtown historic 
districts. Starting at the Plaza, we will walk around 
historic neighborhoods, view murals in the area, see 
local landmarks, and take a tour inside a historic 
house. An illustrated guide provided. Limit 5.

Hike: Sevilleta Mesa View 
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. | Saturday 
Sevilleta Visitor Center 
Sevilleta Staff 
Free 
Discover another side of Sevilleta National Wildlife 
Refuge! Join a refuge naturalist and explore Chihuahua 
Desert grasslands and piñon-juniper woodlands in 
search of some winged residents. Enjoy this rare 
opportunity to discover the magic of Sevilleta National 
Wildlife Refuge and its many inhabitants. Wear sturdy 
shoes and dress for the weather. This tour includes 
some easy to moderate walking over uneven terrain. 
Bring your lunch and plenty of drinking water. Limit 
15.

Spending time with the Same Birds - Creating a 
Portfolio 
11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Saturday 
Music Room | Macey Center 
Ray Hennessy 
$60 
How can you create an entire portfolio of a bird 
species? The best way is spending a lot of time with 
the same species and even the same individuals. This 
can result in a wide variety of looks, lighting, and 
moments captured with a species of bird. Spending a 
lot of time with the same subject can also allow you 
to learn more about them and their behaviors and 
habits, which allows you to better capture the intimate 

moments of a bird’s life. Join Ray Hennessy as he 
shares his thoughts and methods on creating a varied 
portfolio of a single species. Limit 20.
 
Crane Basics   
11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | Saturday 
Galena | Macey Center 
Erv Nichols | Sandra Noll 
$35 
When watching a group of sandhill cranes, did you 
ever wish you knew more about these elegant birds, 
what they’re doing and why?  Crane Basics is your 
opportunity to learn more about crane biology and 
behavior.  You will gain insights into crane migration, 
family life, body language, and vocalizations through 
our photographs and captivating video.  Crane Basics 
provides information that will significantly enhance 
your crane watching experience! Limit 25.

Colorations for Flight Efficiency 
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. | Saturday 
Galena | Macey Center 
Mostafa Hassanalian 
Free 
There are many theories behind the colors of a bird’s 
feathers. Many of these theories point to the color’s 
purpose to attract mates and hide from predators. 
Some recent researchers concluded that the dark 
colors of birds help in reducing the drag force during 
flight. A new theory will be presented that states that 
a bird’s dark color not only reduces the drag, but the 
color pattern improves the overall flight performance, 
and each color pattern has a different type of flight 
performance improvement. This difference of 
improvement is a result of variation in hot and cold 
surfaces on the bird’s skin as a result of the variation 
between light and dark feather colors. Limit 25.

From Pueblos to Statehood - New Mexico’s Unique 
History 
1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. | Saturday 
Music Room | Macey Center 
Friends of El Camino Real Historic Trail  
Free 
Local historian Paul Harden presents a history of New 
Mexico with plenty of photos, maps and illustrations. 
The first colonists arrived in “New Spain” in 1598 – 
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22 years before the Mayflower – and were surprised 
to find thousands of indigenous people living in well 
organized pueblos. Over the next three centuries, the 
territory belonged to Spain and Mexico, becoming a 
U.S. Territory in 1848. This road to statehood included 
the Indian Wars, cattle barons, Civil War battles, and 
outlaws making it the wild west. This long and storied 
history and diversity of cultures is what makes New 
Mexico (and our yummy food) truly unique and so 
different from the rest of the country. 
Paul Harden is an author of local history and a 
long-term member of the Socorro County Historical 
Society. Limit 20.

Panning, Implied Motion, and ICM: The Art of 
Slow-Shutter Bird & Nature Photography 
1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. | Saturday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Lisa Langell 
$80 
The ethereal, gauzy, and painterly look of panning, 
implied-motion, and intentional camera movement 
(ICM), all involves slowing the shutter down.  Lisa 
Langell adores this type of photography and will teach 
you her secrets to success!  Get ready—this type of 
photography is both challenging and rewarding!  It 
requires the right light, weather, equipment, technique, 
and a bit of luck! Lisa will teach you the techniques 
that produce this highly desirable alternative to 
the classic tack-sharp-wings of traditional bird 
photography; plus you will photograph nature in 
creative ways using these fun techniques.  Bring out 
your artistic side and capture images with flair and 
artistry! 
Equipment:  DSLR or mirrorless camera, zoom lens 
(e.g,, a zoom or prime lens with a maximum reach 
of at least 400 mm or more), tripod (optional but 
recommended), polarizer or neutral density filter 
(optional but recommended), and your camera’s 
manual.
Skill Level: Intermediate to advanced.
Limit 10.

Birding by Impression 
1:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. | Saturday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Alex Harper 
$50 
Have you ever been around someone who is 
impressively fast at identifying birds correctly? When 
we begin birding, we often have systematically to 
break down the features of a bird—its relative size, 
shape, patterning, and behavior—and compare that to 
other birds in the vicinity. And over time, our brains 
begin to subconsciously pick up on these features, 
helping us to identify the same birds subconsciously 
and almost effortlessly. This latter part is known as 
intuition. In this workshop, we will look at birds with 
a technical lens, really breaking down the features 
of birds that we run into so that we can bolster our 
impression of these birds. Over time, these practices 
help us to move towards that expert level of intuition 
that partly comes from getting proficient at gaining 
impression. We will spend far less emphasis on 
plumage and vocalizations in this workshop than in the 
Slowing Down workshop. Limit 10. 

Evening with the Cranes 
3:15 p.m to 5:45 p.m. | Saturday 
Bus Stop | Bosque del Apache Visitor Center 
Sandra Noll | Erv Nichols 
$55 
If you want to fully experience sandhill cranes 
and hate to get up early, this workshop is for you!  
Sandra Noll and Erv Nichols provide a personalized 
experience for those seeing cranes for the first time as 
well as for veteran crane watchers.  The tour begins 
with direct field observations, including identifying 
individuals within crane families and seeing how 
cranes form and maintain pair bonds, raise young, 
communicate by vocalizations and body language, 
forage, and move about the refuge . . . the typical 
crane day.  It concludes with the sandhill cranes’ “fly-
in” to a refuge hot spot, where they will roost for the 
night.  With any luck, fly-in will take place against the 
backdrop of a glorious New Mexico sunset. Limit 10.
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Come join Friends of Bosque del Apache and our 
partners for this fun family event. See and learn about 
raptors and other live birds with Wildlife Rescue of 
NM. Come to the Macey Center Copper room to 
see live reptiles and learn about them from the NM 
Herpetological Society. Even if it is winter, you can 
learn about native plants from the NM Native Plant 
Society. And you can become your favorite refuge 
animal through the magic of face painting!

Our list of partners includes: 

Wildlife Zone at New Mexico Tech
Saturday, December 3rd, 2022, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. | Free Event - 
No need to register.In-Person W

ildlife Z
one | Saturday, D

ecem
ber 3

Amigos de la Sevilleta 
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish
NM Herpetological Society
NM Native Plant Society
Prairie Dog Pals
Public Lands Interpretive Association 
Rio Grande Bird Research
Rio Grande Nature Center
Share with Wildlife 
Valle de Oro National Wildlife Refuge
Wildlife Rescue of NM
And more!

Photos by Kathy Imel
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Expo Room at In-Person Festival of the Cranes
Optic, Photography, and Environmental Education

Open Thursday, Friday and Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 3 p.m. Located in the Bosque del 

Apache visitor center.

https://savingcranes.org/
https://www.huntsphotoandvideo.com/
https://tamron-usa.com/
https://support.defenders.org/page/25838/donate/1?supporter.appealCode=3WDW2200PAXXX&en_og_source=FY22_Googleads&gclid=Cj0KCQjw9ZGYBhCEARIsAEUXITXrazZ6lA-QvQFqYT61V4tOHdPB55RVKWV3eVvL6aSHMOszbQaTKEoaAvODEALw_wcB
https://frontrangebirding.com/
https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org/
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Mollie Isaacs did not discover her love for photography 
until after college and after marriage. She loved black-
and-white photographs, and was fortunate early on to 
have studied briefly with Ansel Adams. Years later, she 
is still discovering new and exciting ways to tap into her 
creativity and style.

In her career, she has been fortunate to have won awards, 
photographed some famous people, been published, 
traveled to many beautiful and exciting places, and 
taught and worked with many clients and students just 
like you. Mollie says that all of that is less important 
than the journey she has been on to find and express her 
vision.

Mollie’s work is in the Permanent Collection of the 
International Photography Hall of Fame. She has been exhibited at Epcot Center 
in Disney World, Grand Central Terminal in NYC, and many cities and galleries 
around the country.  She has won the Kodak Gallery Award fifteen times, considered 
by some to be the “Oscar” of photography. She is also a portrait photographer and 
has photographed actress Meryl Streep, jazz musician Wynton Marsalis, and the 
late Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia. 

Friends of Bosque del Apache would like to thank Hunt’s Photo and Video for fully sponsoring Mollie Isaacs as 
a presenter at Crane Fiesta!

Photography Corner
Lisa Langell is a full-time, award-winning photographer whose 
work has appeared in numerous prestigious publications, galleries, 
and more. Whether it was working as a master floral designer, 
a licensed psychologist, a university instructor, an international 
consultant in K-12 education, the Chief Business Development Officer 
of an education technology company, a researcher, a writer, or an 
artist—Lisa has enjoyed meeting each challenge. She applies the 
vast knowledge gained from those experiences to her photography, 
instruction, and business.

Most recently, she was published on the front cover and wrote a 
feature article in Outdoor Photographer magazine.  She currently sits 
on the Board of Directors for the North American Nature Photography 
Association. She is also an ambassador for Tamron.

Friends of Bosque del Apache would like to thank Tamron for fully 
sponsoring Lisa Langell as a presenter at Crane Fiesta and Festival of 
the Cranes!

https://tamron-usa.com/
https://www.huntsphotoandvideo.com/
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Preston Ballard is a wildlife conservation 
photographer based in Central Florida. His 
focus with his photography is trying to show 
the beauty of nature and all the animals that 
live around us, and capturing photographs 
of them in their natural habitats. His goal as 
a photographer is to promote the conserva-
tion of not only the wildlife he photographs, 
but also the habitats they live in through the 
photos he takes. He strives to get more people 
interested in nature.

Friends of Bosque del Apache would like 
to thank Hunt’s Photo and Video for fully 
sponsoring Preston Ballard as a presenter at 
Crane Fiesta!

Brian Zwiebel’s photographic journey has taken him 
all over North America. Some of his most memorable 
trips have been to the arctic and sub arctic regions 
of Alaska and Canada. In June 2007 he spent two 
weeks photographing tundra nesting birds at Barrow, 
Alaska and in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 

In 2010 he returned to Barrow to co-lead a 
photographic workshop. His memorable experiences 
at Barrow led to the creation of A Site Guide to 
Barrow, Alaska.

Brian’s extensive photo files include over 400 
species of North American birds captured on either 
35mm film or digital media. His award-winning 
photography has been internationally published 
in various books and magazine including Birding 
World, Bird Watching and the ABA’s magazine 
Birding.

Friends of Bosque del Apache would like to thank Hunt’s Photo and Video for 
fully sponsoring Brian Zwiebel as a presenter at Crane Fiesta!

Photography Corner

https://www.huntsphotoandvideo.com/
https://www.huntsphotoandvideo.com/
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Photography Corner
Ray Hennessy’s fascination with nature photography began in 2007.  In the years since, wildlife photography 
with a focus on birds has gone from a very passionate hobby of his to become his career. Ray spends much of 
his free time in natural areas searching for birds and any 
other wildlife that comes along. He concentrates on using 
creative natural lighting and interesting compositions to 
capture unique images of common and rare wildlife. Ray’s 
favorite style is more scenic photos that include some of 
the habitat wildlife lives in. He also enjoys passing along 
the knowledge and experience that he has gathered over 
the years to other photographers who are eager to learn. 
He has had the privilege of working with students both in 
person and remotely from all over the world to help guide 
them and accelerate the techniques and refinement of their 
wildlife photography.

Friends of Bosque del Apache would like to thank Nikon 
for fully sponsoring Ray Hennessy as a presenter at Festival of the Cranes!

Todd Nettelhorst is an award winning photographer and international 
speaker that has had a passion for photography and filmmaking much of 
his life.  He started photographing at a very young age when his father 
gave him his first camera. His appreciation of photography grew while 
capturing moments in time throughout the country during the summer 
family road trips.  

Though his passion for the arts continued to grow after college, Todd’s 
path of becoming a professional photographer began while documenting 
the honesty in his children’s lives as others asked him to capture that 
same spirit for their families.  His un-posed, un-planned, spontaneous 
style of photographing people living their lives helped him develop 
extreme patience and a keen eye for documenting the “real life” 
personality and expressions in those cherished moments. Through years of 
delivering those precious moments for those families, other opportunities 
opened up in commercial photography including: events, architecture, 
engagements and various products.  While still engaging in commercial 
work with new and established clients, Todd enjoys bringing to others his 
charismatic energy, unique photographic perspective and deep passion 
for the visual arts by helping them explore and develop the best of their 
creative abilities through coaching.

Friends of Bosque del Apache would like to thank Vanguard for fully sponsoring Todd Nettelhorst as a 
presenter at Festival of the Cranes!

https://www.nikonusa.com/en/index.page?gclid=Cj0KCQjw9ZGYBhCEARIsAEUXITVcojLJmPyrj1KXwuAzq-e7g_Ag61xlQeSoNT8Yg-qOjCzvxFFb1WMaAmk1EALw_wcB
https://www.vanguardworld.com/
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Brett Wells has worked in the field of photography for over twenty-five 
years. He has a master’s degree in photography from the University of 
Westminster, London, UK. He taught at the Art Institute of Atlanta for seven 
years and currently teaches classes and workshops around the United States. 
His work has been published and exhibited in this country and abroad.

Brett is the Education Coordinator and a Technical Representative for Sigma 
Corporation of America, supporting Sigma, photographers and photographic 
education around the country.

Friends of Bosque del Apache would like to thank Sigma for fully 
sponsoring Brett Wells as a presenter at Festival of the Cranes!

Photography Corner

Photo by Erv Nichols

https://www.sigmaphoto.com/
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Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge Map
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San Antonio 
General Store

San Antonio 
Elementary School

Snake Ranch Farm Stores
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https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org/oasis/
https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org/oasis/



